We will speak in terms of orbitals not hybridized orbitals as d orbitals are comparatively tightly closed in the interior of the atom. which is derived from semi-ionic character [5] .
What will happen when the system is hole the RVB model by Anderson [6] . It was used early on in the investigations of Mila and Rice [8] , and Shastry [9] , and the famous 
Here, H 0 is the unscreened external magnetic field. S k is the average value of the spin due to kth un-paired electron. A n,k is the hyperfine coefficient for nth nuclear site and kth electron.
C n is the temperature independent part of the shift that comes from the orbital effects etc.
Let us assume, along with the supporters of the one component view, that there is one single temperature dependent susceptibility χ(T) which can be written as
iv For other technical details of NMR shift experiments, reader is referred to dedicated literature [2, 13, 14, 15] .
where M e f f is the effective magnetization.
With this, one can express the relative frequency shift in terms of a single temperature dependent susceptibility:
Here, ω 0 is the NMR resonance frequency without any shielding. An experimental data from one of the publications of Haase and collaborators is given in figure 3 . The shift at the Cu site is more or V. An attempt to settle the on changing. But we have the obvious relation:
The time evolution of the populations can be written as
Here, P l→i represents the transition rate from local to itinerant behaviour, and P i→l is the re- 
In the steady state
Using the constraint (equation 4) and little algebra viii , we get
and
viii Notice that if n v → 1, that is all sites vacant (100 percent hole doping), n loc → 0.
Here, η is defined as
That is, the local to itinerant transition rate divided by itinerant to local transition rate. To get the feel for numbers, let us assume that n v = 0.1 (that is 10 percent sites are vacant), let us take η ≃ 1. ix On plugging these numbers into equations (8) and (9) To test the model we need to compute some observable from it and compare that with experiment. To this end, we will compute Knight shift from this model. But before we do that we need to compute the transition rates. This is done using the thermodynamical argument.
Let E loc be the energy of temporally localized ix In fact η will be less than one, as the tendency of local to itinerant transition is suppressed as compared to the tendency of itinerant electron going local. This is due to short range antiferromagnetic correlations in localized electrons which tries to "hold them up" into the lattice (that is magnetic energy lowering while on localization).
This energy is denoted by "an effective spin gap" in our model.
electrons and E iti (n iti ) be the energy of the itinerant electrons which is a function of the itinerant electron number density (n iti ). Let ∆ sg be the spin gap. Populations obey the thermodynamic relations (refer to figure 4 )
. (11) Their ratio gives
For a 2D system E iti (n iti ) =¯h
Here n is the number of electrons per unit area and n iti is the fraction of itinerant electrons. If a is the Cu-Cu bond length, then n = 2/a 2 with one 3d x 2 −y 2 electron per Cu atom. Collecting all this, and writing n loc in terms of n iti using the constraint (equation 4 ) we get
This is one of our main result. The temperature dependence of n iti can be calculated from a numerical solution of the above implicit equation for n iti and it is presented in the Appendix figure (6) . n iti increases with temperature as expected (thermal activation populates the itinerant band). The temperature dependence of the ratio of transition rates η can be computed from equations (8) or (9) . This is also given in the appendix figure (6 ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ will depend on temperature. In the next paragraph we compute the magnetic susceptibility due to the itinerant part in our "one-level and one-band" model, in which number density (n iti (T)), and thus Fermi energy are temperature dependent quantities! Magnetic susceptibility can be written as
Where g(ǫ) is electron density of states 
Here E F iti (T) =¯h 2 2πma 2 n iti (T). This is our main result.
For the computation of Knight shift we assume that Knight shift at oxygen site is affected mainly by this component. There will be some effect on oxygen shift due to temporally localized spins on Cu atoms (transferred interactions). We assume that this effect is sub-dominant and oxygen shifts are mainly affected by the above computed susceptibility due to the itinerant part. Thus we However, we offer a qualitative understanding of it in the following way. There are two opposing tendencies acting at the Cu sites.
The spin gap leads to lowering of Cu Knight shift on reducing temperature (as in figure 5 ).
x The shift when magnetic field is parallel to c-axis (that is K 63 // ) shows large variations with temperature even within a given system. Thus it is less reliable than K 63 
VI. Summary
We conclude that un-paired electrons in puted from equation (9) after solving equation (13) .
